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[0001] The invention relates to an improved device for adjusting a dosage in a device for administering a product, for example an injection syringe for insulin in the form of a pen-shaped syringe for self-administration of insulin, referred to as a pen. The invention further relates to a limiting mechanism that prevents the adjustment of a dosage to be administered past a predetermined value. As an example for the invention, but not restrictive to the applications in administration devices, embodiments of such devices are described in the published patent application CH 703993 A2. In administration devices with product containers, e.g., an inserted cartridge that contains a product for several administrations, it is sometimes desirable to prevent a dosage from being preselected that exceeds the amount of product remaining in the cartridge. If such a dosage could be preselected, the user would assume that a corresponding dosage can be administered, whereas in fact only a part is administered. This is undesirable or even dangerous depending on the situation.

[0002] A means for solving this problem known from prior art is to count or measure the total as the sum of the administered dosages, with a limit stop preventing a further ejection or dosage selection as soon as the total corresponds to the volume nominally contained in the cartridge.

[0003] A drive mechanism for medicine administration devices is described in the published patent application WO 2004/078226 for example. This drive mechanism contains a housing, a dosage-setting sleeve and a two-part piston. In one embodiment, a driver sleeve moves downward along an inner part of the piston rod when a dosage is selected. The distance traveled corresponds to the ejection stroke of the piston necessary for the dosage. When a subsequent dosage is selected, the driver sleeve moves farther along the piston rod. The position of the driver sleeve thus corresponds to the quantity of medication still contained in the cartridge. When the driver sleeve reaches the end of the thread on the inner part of the piston rod and therefore can no longer rotate, this corresponds to an empty cartridge.

[0004] Another example is described in the published patent application US 6582404, which shows a limiting mechanism for medication administration devices that prevents setting a dosage which exceeds the amount remaining in the cartridge. The administration device comprises a dosage-setting member which is moved away from a fixed limit stop by rotation relative to a driver when setting a dosage. The dosage-setting member is connected to the driver in such a manner that the former can be turned in one direction without moving the latter. The dosage is administered by turning back the dosage-setting member and thereby moving the driver. The rotating driver causes an ejection motion of the piston rod. The driver is provided with a track, the length of which corresponds to the quantity of medication contained in the cartridge. A track follower, which is connected to the dosage-setting member, runs in this
track. Every time a dosage is selected, the track follower moves farther in the track. When the track follower reaches the end of the track, the dosage-setting member cannot be turned further and setting a dosage beyond the amount still remaining in the cartridge is prevented.

[0005] Another example of such a device is described in EP 0554996 and shows an injection device for administering liquids such as insulin into bodily tissue. This injection device contains a dosage-setting mechanism having a 1-ring and a 10-ring. A transmission member is provided for selectively coupling the one ring to the other so that they turn together only in selected sections during the dosage-setting. The set dosage is displayed by means of digits on the rings. The injection device further comprises a dosage-limiting mechanism, which limits the movement of a guide spindle for the intended piston motion in the cartridge, wherein projections in the plunger reach the end of grooves along the guide spindle and prevent a further movement. The dosage-limiting mechanism is provided separately from the dosage-setting mechanism.

[0006] Finally, WO 2006/086983 shows an example of a dosage-setting device for self-injection devices with a dosage-limiting mechanism having two rotating parts, wherein the first part turns continually while setting a dosage and the second part only turns part of the time by a selective coupling device after a defined rotational position has been reached. This has the effect that the second part turns discontinuously over a smaller angle than the first part. The rotation of the second part is then limited by a limit stop fixed to the housing, which prevents a dosage setting exceeding the remaining amount still present in the cartridge.

[0007] A disadvantage of dosage-setting devices for self-injection devices known from the prior art with a dosage-limiting mechanism is that such devices require considerable space and/or coupling mechanisms, which require control and negatively influence the limitation.

[0008] The problem of the present invention is to create a device for setting a dosage in an injection or infusion device for administering a product having a limiting mechanism that reliably, simply and space-effectively prevents the setting of a dosage to be administered beyond a predetermined value and also overcomes other disadvantages known from the prior art.

[0009] This problem is solved by the subject matter with the characteristics of claims 1 and 20. Additional advantageous embodiments follow from the dependent claims.

Presentation of the Invention

[0010] Various indications of directions and positions are made in the present description, which will be briefly explained at this point. "Axial orientation" means an orientation along the longitudinal axis of an administration device or of some other device. "Distal" refers to the end of the administration device at which the product exits. Accordingly, "proximal" refers to the opposite end of the administration device. "In the distal direction" means viewed in the direction
of the distal end and "in the proximal direction" analogously means viewed in the direction of the proximal end.

[0011] The invention relates, for example, to an improved injection device for administering a fluid product. Such an injection device comprises a housing with a receptacle for the product, a conveying unit for conveying the product and a dosing device for setting a product dosage to be administered and for displaying the set product dosage. The housing forms a receptacle for the product, preferably a receptacle for a container filled with the product. This container can be a cartridge for example. The conveying unit comprises a piston rod, which is movable relative to the housing in a conveyance direction in order to eject the set product dosage in a conveyance stroke corresponding to the set product dosage. The conveyance stroke is a translational movement of the piston rod, preferably a linear pushing movement. In a preferred embodiment, a movable piston of the container constructed as a cartridge is displaced in the conveyance stroke. The conveying unit further comprises a guide element, which guides the translational movement of the piston rod. In a preferred embodiment, the guide element is constructed as a longitudinal guide for the piston rod, fixed relative to the housing, so that the piston rod can be displaced relative to the guide element but cannot be rotated. The conveying unit further comprises a drive element that is engaged with the piston rod. The drive element in a preferred embodiment is constructed as a threaded nut, the inside thread of which is brought into engagement with a corresponding outside thread applied to the outer surface of the piston rod. The threaded nut is preferably mounted in the housing rotatably, but axially fixedly. In a possible preferred embodiment, the following kinematic arrangement results for the conveying mechanism of the conveying unit: a rotation of the axially fixed threaded nut relative to the piston rod results in an axial movement of the piston rod, because it cannot rotate relative to the housing due to the longitudinal guide. In other embodiments, likewise preferred, the kinematic arrangement can also be inverted. This is effected via a so-called kinematic inversion, wherein the threaded nut is rotationally fixed relative to the housing and the longitudinal guide is rotatable relative to the housing and also movably mounted. If the longitudinal guide is rotated with this kinematic inversion, then the piston rod screws due to the threading of the threaded nut, which is rotationally fixed relative to the housing in this case.

[0012] The dosing device of the injection device comprises a dosage-setting member, preferably a dosing sleeve, which is in threaded engagement with the inside of the housing. A grippable element, which allows setting of a desired dosage by the user, is mounted at the proximal end of the dosage-setting member. When the dosage to be administered is increased, the dosage-setting member preferably undergoes a turning movement out of the injection device. To administer the set dosage or to reduce a dosage that may have been set too high, the dosage-setting member can then be screwed back into the injection device. In another preferred embodiment, there is a non-self-locking threaded connection between the housing and the dosage-setting member configured as a dosing sleeve, so that the dosing sleeve can be screwed back into the injection device by exerting axial forces.

[0013] The dosing device further comprises a coupling device, which can operatively connect the dosing device to the conveying device. The coupling device is designed in such a manner
that a dosage to be administered can be set and/or corrected independently of the conveying device and that the dosing device can be selectively operatively coupled to the conveying device during the administration of the dosage, so that a movement of the dosing device is transferred completely or proportionally to the conveying device as an ejection movement. For example only the rotational proportion of a screw movement of a dosing sleeve, or alternatively only the axial displacement thereof, can be transferred to the conveying device. In one embodiment, the coupling device comprises a coupling sleeve with a coupling surface, wherein the coupling surface has engagement elements. The dosage-setting member constructed as a dosing sleeve has a counter-coupling surface with counter-engagement elements. The coupling surface and the counter-coupling surface can be brought into engagement with one another by a coupling movement and a relative movement between the coupling and the dosing sleeve can thus be suppressed.

[0014] The dosing device further comprises an ejection button, which is movably mounted at the proximal end of the dosing device. In a preferred embodiment of the dosage-setting member as a dosing sleeve, the ejection button is mounted coaxially with the dosing sleeve at the proximal end thereof. Preferably, the button is rotatable with respect to the dosing sleeve and is mounted with a certain axial movability. In a preferred embodiment, the coupling sleeve is also arranged coaxially with the dosing sleeve, the coupling sleeve preferably being arranged at least in part inside the dosing sleeve. In this embodiment, the coupling surface is arranged as an annular flange on the outer surface of the sleeve in the proximal area thereof. Complementarily the counter-coupling surface is also arranged on the inside of the dosing sleeve. In one possible embodiment, the engagement elements and the counter-engagement element are oriented axially relative to the injection device so that in this case the coupling movement is an axial movement. For example, the coupling engagement can be created by pressing the ejection button. The arrangement of the dosing sleeve, coupling sleeve and ejection button can further comprise a spring, which holds the coupling surface and the counter-coupling surface in engagement. The dosing sleeve and the coupling sleeve move jointly axially during a dosing movement, wherein a rotation relative to one another is possible as long as the ejection button is not pressed and therefore the coupling is not locked.

[0015] In a preferred embodiment, the coupling sleeve is rotationally secured relative to the threaded nut, but axially movable. This embodiment allows an axial movement of the coupling sleeve relative to the threaded nut. If the coupling is locked by pressure on the ejection button and the dosing sleeve is screwed into the injection device, then the coupling sleeve follows this movement. Due to the rotational locking of the threaded nut, the rotation is only transmitted to the threaded nut, and consequently the piston rod is axially moved.

[0016] In order to ensure that the drive element constructed as a threaded nut can rotate only in the direction that results in a movement of the piston rod in the ejection direction, i.e., in the direction causing an ejection, a so-called reverse rotation lock is preferably provided between the housing and the threaded nut. This can be a radially directed or an axially directed reverse rotation lock. The reverse rotation lock is preferably constructed by a form-fitting means in such a manner that a rotation of the threaded nut contrary to the ejection direction is
completely blocked. For rotation in the ejection direction, the reverse rotation lock preferably has a certain resistance, also known as reluctance, due to a frictionally engaging means, which must be overcome in order to bring about a movement of the threaded nut. This is advantageous in order to prevent an undesired ejection when correcting an excessively high dosage. Preferably, the rotation resistances of the reverse rotation lock and the coupling are matched to one another.

[0017] According to a first aspect, the dosing device according to the invention has a limiting mechanism containing the following parts:

a first limiting means with a first stop means adapted in such a manner that the limiting means follows a movement of the dosage-setting member during the dosing movement

a second limiting means with a second stop means adapted in such a manner that the second limiting means continuously follows a movement of the first limiting means during the dosing movement proportionally with a defined transmission ratio, and during an ejection movement does not undergo any relative movement with respect to the first limiting means.

[0018] The first and the second stop means each describe a path curve in such a manner by their movements that the two path curves intersect in at least one point or come so close together that the stop means strike against one another, whereby a blocking of the movement and the dosing movement can be effected. Preferably the stop means move at identical speed on different-length path curves, or at different speeds on equal-length path curves, wherein closed path curves can be passed through by one or both stop means, preferably several times, or partially until the stop means strike one another at a limit stop position.

[0019] In a preferred embodiment, the first limiting means can be constructed preferably on an inner axial wall section of the dosing sleeve as a circumferential toothing consisting of teeth and teeth interstices. The first stop means is constructed as a wedge which fills out a tooth interstice in a part of the wall section and thus interrupts the circumferential toothing. This section is referred to as a stop zone and the section with freely running toothing as a drive zone.

[0020] The second limiting means can be constructed as a sleeve-like stop wheel with distally and proximally projecting axial ends of a rotational shaft, wherein the rotational shaft is held by spoke means, which can also be constructed as a continuous wall in the interior of the stop wheel. Circumferential toothing consisting of teeth and teeth interstices is constructed on an outer wall section of the stop wheel. The second stop means is formed on the outer wall section of the stop wheel by a rib that extends one of the teeth in the axial direction. The second limiting means or stop wheel is also axially arranged in such a manner that its circumferential toothing meshes with the circumferential toothing of the first limiting means in the area of the drive zone, and the rib is moved in the area of the stop zone. The shaft ends are rotatably received by bearing points in the coupling sleeve so that the stop wheel,
operatively connected positively in the toothing, can rotate about its own axis parallel to the common rotational axis of the dosing sleeve and the coupling sleeve.

[0021] In a preferred embodiment, the first stop means moves on a circular path curve during a dosing movement, due to the relative movement of the dosing sleeve and the coupling sleeve, and the second stop means moves on a path curve that can be circular. If there is a lack of relative movement of the dosing sleeve and the coupling sleeve during an ejection movement, the stop means do not move against one another on these curves. Suitable selection of the dimensions and the transmission ratio can have the effect that the stop means pass through their path curves several times until, starting from a stop position, they again contact one another at the stop position. These distances or this angle of rotation from stop position to stop position can be referred to as periods.

[0022] Such a period results mathematically from the least common multiple (LCM) of the numerator and denominator of the transmission ratio. Therefore, it turns out that the period can advantageously have large values if at least the numerator or the denominator is selected as a prime number. Thus appropriately long paths or angles of rotation can be dimensioned or limited with simultaneously high resolution and a compact construction, because the path curves can be run through several times. For example, by suitable selection of a starting position inside a period, any desired distance of rotation that must be run through until the stop position is reached can be defined. By suitable selection of the initial position for the stop wheel, the dosage limitation can be programmed to any desired number of fractions of tooth pitches or rotations inside a period, without structural changes to the design form being necessary. In a preferred embodiment, such a distance can correspond to the amount of medication nominally contained in the cartridge. Every time a dosing movement takes place, the stop means run relative to one another on their path curves and can thus reach their stop position. Thereby the dosing sleeve cannot turn farther in the dosage-increasing direction and a dosage setting exceeding the remainder still present in the cartridge is prevented. In a preferred embodiment this is achieved directly by virtue of the fact that, by contacting one another, the stop means prevent further movement of the two limiting means in the limit stop direction. On the other hand, it is possible to leave the stop position at any time by reversing the movement, in which case the dosing sleeve turns in the dosage-reducing direction.

[0023] In another preferred embodiment according to a second aspect, such a prevention of further movement of the two limiting means can also be done indirectly by means of a force that appears in the mutual striking of the two stop means against an elastic restoring force and/or via a gearing means that brings a first limit stop means on the coupling sleeve into engagement with a second limit stop means on the second limiting means. In a preferred embodiment, a radial limit stop can be formed, preferably integrally, on the second limit stop means, on an outer wall section of the stop wheel. This axial section is called a limit stop zone. The force acting between the two stop means is able to deform the rotational axis and/or the spoke means on the stop wheel elastically, whereby the stop wheel is translated or pivoted transversely to its axis of rotation. In the process, the second limit stop means comes into operative connection with the first limit stop means, which is applied in the area of the limit stop
zone on the coupling sleeve. This operative connection can be configured as a friction fit or a form fit, as a counter-radial stop on the coupling sleeve in a preferred embodiment, and prevents further relative rotation of the stop wheel in the dosage-increasing direction relative to the coupling sleeve, which in turn cannot turn in the dosage-increasing direction due to the reverse rotation lock. In another preferred embodiment, the second limit stop means can also be supported in a transverse guide in the stop wheel movably in the transverse direction and fixed rotationally and axially relative to the rotational axis of the stop wheel, and can be held in its normal position by a spring means. This second limit stop means extends axially past the limit stop zone and the stop zone. The second stop means is applied in the area of the stop zone on the second limit stop means opposite the radial limit stop, which can extend past the limit stop zone. Instead of returning the second limit stop means from its stop position into its normal position by means of a spring means, this can be effected in another preferred embodiment by a gear guidance, which borders on the radial limit stop as a curved surface on the coupling sleeve in the limit stop zone and moves the second limit stop means radially in its transverse guide during return rotation of the stop wheel, in which case the dosing sleeve turns in the dosage-reducing direction.

[0024] As an additional safety aspect, the axial movement of the piston rod, the conveyance stroke, can be blocked when the maximum conveyable product quantity has been reached. For this purpose, at least one limit stop, which comes into engagement with a counter-limit stop on the drive element as soon as the maximum conveyable product amount has been conveyed out of the injection device, can be arranged at the proximal end of the piston rod. The limit stop and the counter-limit stop can act radially, i.e., perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the injection device, due to end of threads. Alternatively, the limit stop and the counter-limit stop can also act axially, i.e., parallel to the longitudinal axis of the injection device. Axial and radial actions can also be combined in advantageous embodiments.

[0025] Further aspects and arrangements of embodiments according to the invention are presented in the descriptions of the figures.

Detailed description of the drawings

[0026] Various embodiments will be explained below with reference to figures. A person skilled in the art will accordingly recognize that various changes and modifications can be made to the embodiments displayed below without deviating from the spirit of the invention or leaving its scope of protection.

List of the drawings

[0027] Figure 1: exploded view of the individual parts of a first embodiment of an injection device
according to the invention.

Figure 2: longitudinal section and side view of the dosing sleeve in the first embodiment with a first limiting means.

Figure 3: side views of the coupling sleeve in the first embodiment.

Figure 4: side views of the second limiting means in the first embodiment in the form of a stop wheel.

Figure 5a,b: longitudinal sections of the limiting mechanism in the first embodiment in a normal position and a stop position.

Figure 6: longitudinal section of the limiting mechanism in the first embodiment with axial drive, stop and limit stop zones.

Figure 7: side view of the limiting mechanism in the first embodiment and cross sections in axial drive, stop and limit stop zones in a normal position.

Figure 8: side view of the limiting mechanism in the first embodiment and cross sections in axial drive, stop and limit stop zones in a stop position.

Figure 9a,b: longitudinal sections of the limiting mechanism in a second embodiment in a normal position and a stop position.

Figure 10: side views and cross sections of the second limiting means in the second embodiment in the form of a stop wheel with a transversely movable second limit stop means and a spring means.

Figure 11: a longitudinal section and a side view of the coupling sleeve in the second embodiment.

Figure 12: a cross section and a side view of the coupling sleeve in the second embodiment with a first limit stop means.

Figure 13: cross sections of the limiting means in the second embodiment in axial drive, stop and limit stop zones in a normal position and a stop position.

Figure 14a,b: longitudinal sections of the limiting mechanism in a third embodiment in a normal position and a stop position.

Figure 15: front views and cross sections of the second limiting means in the third embodiment, in the form of a stop wheel with a transversely movable gearing means-guided second limit stop means.

Figure 16: longitudinal section and side view of the coupling sleeve in the third embodiment.

Figure 17: longitudinal section and side view of the coupling sleeve in the third embodiment with a first limiting means.
Figure 18: cross sections of the limiting mechanism in the third embodiment in axial drive, stop and limit stop zones in a normal position and a stop position.

Figure 19a, b: arrangement of the first through third embodiments.

Figure 20a, b: arrangement of a fourth embodiment.

Figure 21a, b: arrangement of a fifth embodiment.

Figure 22a, b: arrangement of a sixth embodiment.

Figure 23a, b: arrangement of a seventh embodiment.

[0028] Figures 1-8 show a first embodiment of the device according to the invention installed in an injection device for the sake of example. Figure 1 shows an exploded view of the individual parts of a first embodiment of an injection device according to the invention. Figure 2 shows a longitudinal section and a side view of the dosing sleeve in the first embodiment with the first limiting means. Figure 3 shows side views of the coupling sleeve in the first embodiment. Figure 4 shows side views of the second limiting means in the first embodiment in the form of a stop wheel. Figure 5 shows longitudinal sections of the limiting mechanism in the first embodiment in a normal position and a stop position. Figure 6 shows a longitudinal section of the limiting mechanism in the first embodiment with axial drive, stop and limit stop zones. Figure 7 shows a side view of the limiting mechanism in the first embodiment and cross sections in the axial drive, stop and limit stop zones in a normal position. Figure 8 shows a side view of the limiting mechanism in the first embodiment and cross sections in the axial drive, stop and limit stop zones in a stop position.

[0029] The first embodiment is designed as a so-called single-use pen. That is to say, the ejection device is issued to the user fully assembled, i.e., with product to be administered. Before use, the user need only expel the air from the injection device, also known as priming. The typical course of the injection process may be as follows: the user removes the protective cap 1 from the injection device and mounts an injection needle (not shown) on the needle holder 2a. Now the dosage can be adjusted via the rotary knob 11a. For this purpose, the rotary knob 11a is turned so that the dosing sleeve 50 is screwed out of the injection device. The dosing sleeve 50 is screwed out of the injection device until the desired dosage is displayed in the window of the threaded sleeve 9. If an excessively high dosage is inadvertently set, the dosage can be corrected by turning the rotary knob in the opposite direction, whereby the dosing sleeve 50 is screwed back into the housing. The dosing device limits the maximum adjustable dosage to a predetermined value. If there is an attempt to screw the dosing sleeve out of the housing past this value, a radial limit stop on the dosing sleeve 50 and a counter-limit stop on the threaded sleeve 9 prevent further rotation by mutual interaction.

[0030] During the dosing and correction movements, the dosing sleeve 50 rotates relative to the coupling sleeve 40. The coupling sleeve 40 is held rotationally fixedly in a form fit or friction
fit against the housing 5 by a reverse rotation lock (not shown, e.g., applied to the threaded nut 7 and housing 5), for example by means of latch and snapping means. If the desired dosage has been set, the injection needle can be inserted at the intended position on the body of the user. Then the user pushes the ejection button 14 in the distal axial direction and thus blocks a relative rotation between the coupling sleeve 40 and the dosing sleeve 50. In case of further pressure in the distal axial direction, the dosing sleeve begins to move back into the housing in a screwing motion. Because of the established rotational lock between the dosing sleeve and the coupling sleeve, the coupling sleeve 40 carries out the same movement as the dosing sleeve 50. Because the coupling sleeve 40 is permanently rotationally locked to the axially stationary threaded nut 7, the rotational movement of the dosing sleeve 50 is transmitted to the threaded nut 7. No axial forces are transmitted to the threaded nut 7, because the coupling sleeve 40 is mounted axially movably on the threaded nut 7. Thus the rotating threaded nut 7 produces an axial movement of the threaded rod 8 in the distal direction, wherein the latter is guided axially and locked rotationally in the housing 5. The flange 4 acts on the plug of the cartridge and pushes it, corresponding to the displacement of the threaded rod 8 in the distal direction as well, wherein the previously set dosage can be ejected or administered. At the end of the administration, when the dosing sleeve has been completely screwed back into the housing, radial stops on the dosing sleeve 50 and the threaded sleeve 9 prevent further ejection and overrotation of the dosing device.

[0031] The limiting device according to the invention ensures that the most recently set dosage can be completely ejected or injected.

[0032] For this purpose, the dosing sleeve 50 has coaxially applied toothing 51, which can extend axially over the three axial sections, drive zone A, stop zone B and limit stop zone C. Circumferential toothing is formed at least in the drive zone A. A first stop means is formed as a stop wedge 52 in the axial extension of a tooth interstice of the circumferential toothing 51 in the stop zone B. As described above, the coupling sleeve 40 is inserted coaxially into the dosing sleeve 50. Preferably, the coupling sleeve 40 has a lateral cutout 41, which extends at least in certain sections across the three sections, drive zone A, stop zone B and limit stop zone C, and in which the stop wheel 30 is inserted. The rotational shaft 36 of the wheel, connected by spoke means 37 to the wheel, is rotatably received at its proximal shaft end 34 in the proximal bearing 42, and at its distal shaft end 35 in the distal bearing 43 of the coupling sleeve 40. At least in one area of the drive zone A, circumferential toothing 31 with 17 teeth, for example, which mesh with the circumferential toothing 51 with 25 teeth, for example, on the dosing sleeve 50, is formed on the stop wheel 30. The transmission formed in this manner sets the stop wheel 30 into rotation whenever the dosing sleeve 50 and the coupling sleeve 40 rotate relative to one another about their common axis L. The rotational shaft 36 of the stop wheel 30 is offset parallel to this axis L. A second stop means is formed as a stop rib 32 in the axial extension of the tooth in the circumferential toothing 31, at least in the stop zone B. In the limit stop zone C, a first limit stop means is formed in the cutout 41 of the coupling sleeve 40 as a radially acting limit stop 44, which can be brought into engagement with a second limit stop means constructed as a radially acting counter-limit stop 33 in the limit stop zone C on the stop wheel 30. This engagement takes place by pivoting the stop wheel 30 out of a normal position.
into a stop position against the elastic force of its rotational shaft 36 and/or the elastic force of its spoke means 37. The engagement prevents further rotation of the stop wheel 30 in the dosage-increasing direction. Because a rotation of the coupling sleeve 40 relative to the housing 5 in the dosage-increasing direction is blocked by the reverse rotation lock (not shown), the dosing sleeve 50 can also not be rotated further in the dosage-increasing direction by the interlinkage formed by the toothing 31 and the toothing 51. Conversely, the engagement and this blocking due to the restoring force of the rotational shaft are released as soon as the stop rib 32 detaches from the stop wedge 52 during a rotation of the stop wheel 30 in the dosage-reducing direction and the pivoted stop wheel can move back into its normal position. The stop wheel 30 is pivoted only when the stop rib 32 strikes the stop wedge 52. With 25 teeth for toothing 51 and 17 teeth for toothing 31 for example, and with a maximally selected starting position, this occurs after $25 \cdot 17 = 425$ tooth pitches, which corresponds to one period. The stop wheel 30 turns 25 times and the dosing sleeve 50 turns 17 times in this example until the stop rib 32 strikes the stop wedge 52 and the resulting transverse force brings the first and second limit stop means into engagement, as already described. By suitable selection of the initial position of the stop wheel 30, the dosage limitation can be programmed to any desired number and fractions of tooth pitches or rotations inside the period, without structural changes having to be made to the design. For example, one tooth pitch can correspond to one insulin unit IU, and the stop wheel can be initially inserted at the point corresponding to 125 tooth pitches per period, so that limitation occurs after a total of 300 preselected or ejected IU.

[0033] Figures 9-13 show a second embodiment of the device according to the invention installed as an example in an injection device similar to Figure 1. Figures 9a and b show longitudinal sections of the limiting mechanism of the second embodiment in a normal position and in a stop position. Figure 10 shows side views and cross sections of the second limiting means in the second embodiment in the form of a stop wheel with a transversely movable second limit stop means and spring return. Figure 11 shows a side view and a longitudinal section of the coupling sleeve in the second embodiment. Figure 12 shows a side view and a cross section of the coupling sleeve in the second embodiment with a first limit stop means. Figure 13 shows cross sections of the limiting mechanism in the second embodiment in axial drive, stop and limit stop zones in a normal position and a stop position.

[0034] The application and function of the second embodiment correspond to the first embodiment apart from the following modifications made for the sake of example. The stop wheel 30 is designed with a rigid rotational shaft 36, the wheel and the shaft preferably being solidly integrated, and is rotatably received at the proximal shaft end 34 in the proximal bearing 42 and at its distal shaft end 35 in the distal bearing 43 of the coupling sleeve 40. In the area of the stop zone B and the limit stop zone C, a transverse guidance groove with inserted slider 38 is provided in the rotational shaft 36 or in the stop wheel 30. In the slider 38 or in the rotational shaft 36, a space is opened in the interior in the area of the stop zone, in which a spring means 39, preferably a compression spring in the form of a helical spring, is seated. This spring means holds the slider 38 in its transversal normal position. In this position, the stop rib 32 on its surface can mesh with toothing 51 optionally formed in the area of the stop zone, so long as the stop rib 32 does not strike the stop wedge 52. If that is the case, the slider is shifted
transversely to the rotational shaft against the elastic force of the spring means 39 into a stop position. The counter-limit stop 33 formed on the side face of the slider 38 opposite the stop rib 32 as a second limit stop means is thereby brought into engagement with the limit stop 44 applied as a first limit stop means to the coupling sleeve 40. The engagement prevents further rotation of the stop wheel 30 in the dosage-increasing direction. Conversely, this engagement is released by the restoring force of the spring means 39 as soon as the stop rib 32 detaches from the stop wedge 52 during a rotation of the stop wheel 30 in the dosage-reducing direction and the slider 38 can move back into its normal position due to the force of the spring means 39.

[0035] Figures 14-18 show a third embodiment of the device according to the invention installed as an example in an injection device similar to Figure 1. Figures 14a and b show longitudinal sections of the limiting mechanism of the third embodiment in a normal position and in a stop position. Figure 15 shows front views of the second limiting means in the third embodiment in the form of a stop wheel with a transversely movable second limit stop means and gearing means return. Figure 16 shows a side view and a longitudinal section of the coupling sleeve in the third embodiment. Figure 17 shows a side view and a cross section of the coupling sleeve in the third embodiment with a first limiting means and a gear cam. Figure 18 shows cross sections of the limiting mechanism in the third embodiment in axial drive, stop and limit stop zones in a normal position and a stop position.

[0036] The application and function of the third embodiment correspond to the first embodiment apart from the following modifications made for the sake of example. The stop wheel 30 is designed with a rigid rotational shaft 36; the wheel and the shaft preferably being solidly integrated, and is rotatably received at the proximal shaft end 34 in the proximal bearing 42 and at its distal shaft end 35 in the distal bearing 43 of the coupling sleeve 40. In the area of the stop zone B and the limit stop zone C, a transverse guidance groove with inserted slider 38 retracted in its normal transversal position is provided in the rotational shaft 36 or in the stop wheel 30. In this normal position, the stop rib 32 on its face 38 can mesh with toothing 51 optionally formed in the area of the stop zone, so long as the stop rib 32 does not strike the stop wedge 52. If that is the case, the slider 38 is moved transversely to the rotational shaft against defined static and sliding frictional forces into its stop position. The counter-limit stop 33 formed on the side face of the slider 38 opposite the stop rib 32 as a second limit stop means is thereby brought into engagement with the limit stop 44 positioned as a first limit stop means on the coupling sleeve 40. The engagement prevents further rotation of the stop wheel 30 in the dosage-increasing direction. Conversely, this engagement is released in case of a rotation of the stop wheel 30 in the dosage-reducing direction. Then the stop rib 32 again detaches from the stop wedge 52, and the slider 38 is moved back into its normal position based on the transmission-like interaction of the counter-limit stop 33, on a side face of the slider 38 opposite from the stop rib 32, and the gear cam 45 in the coupling sleeve 40.

[0037] It is understood that the dosage limitation in all embodiments according to the invention also functions if the first and second limit stop means in the previous embodiments are omitted and the blocking of the rotational movement takes place only by the striking of first and second
stop means.

[0038] An additional blocking mechanism can also be provided in all embodiments. When the last possible quantity of product to be administered has been ejected, i.e., when the cartridge 3 has been completely emptied, the conveying device blocks further ejection rotation of the dosing sleeve 50. In that case, the end 8a of the thread on the threaded rod 8 strikes against the ribs of the inside thread of the threaded nut 7 and prevents any further axial movement of the threaded rod 8 relative to the threaded nut 7. Because the threaded rod 8 is rotationally locked with respect to the housing, no common rotation of the threaded nut 7 and the threaded rod 8 is possible. Consequently, the dosing sleeve 50 is prevented from screwing farther, so long as the rotational lock between the coupling 40 and the dosing sleeve 50 is maintained. If a higher dosage was set than the amount of product that remains, then the non-administered quantity can be read off through the window on the dosing sleeve 50 in the blocked state. This remaining quantity would then have to be injected in another administration process with a spare injection device. This inconvenience is generally avoided, however, by the limiting device according to the invention and the injection device shown as an example. That is to say, the end 8a of the thread on the threaded rod 8 contacts the ribs of the inside thread of the threaded nut 7 at the earliest when the dosing sleeve 50 has reached and displayed the remaining amount “0” and the cartridge is nominally empty.

[0039] In general, the previously presented embodiments of the invention can be viewed as representatives of an arrangement as shown in Figures 19a and 19b. The stop means 300, 500 in this case move at the same speed, operatively connected in a form-fit to one another, on circular paths U1, U2 of different sizes, the axis of the smaller circle U1 lying inside the larger circle U2.

[0040] Representatives of an arrangement as shown in Figures 20a and 20b can be considered a fourth embodiment. At least one of the two stop means 300, 500 here moves on a non-circular closed path U1, as can be realized, for example, by a traction chain or toothed belt, or in general by a positively drivable closed belt or traction means. Such a traction means can advantageously be at least partially folded and/or reversed and/or located in a magazine in order to save space.

[0041] Representatives of an arrangement as shown in Figures 21a and 21b can be considered a fifth embodiment. The stop means 300, 500 in this case move at the same speed, operatively connected positively to one another, on circular paths U1, U2 of different sizes, the axis of the smaller circle U1 lying outside the larger circle U2.

[0042] Representatives of an arrangement as shown in Figures 22a and 22b can be considered a sixth embodiment. The stop means 300, 500 here move with different speeds, operatively connected positively via a transmitting gear unit, on two equal-sized or different-sized closed paths U1, U2, as can be realized for example by traction chains or toothed belts or generally by positively drivable closed belts or traction means. Such traction means can advantageously be at least partially folded and/or reversed and/or located in a magazine in
order to save space.

Representatives of an arrangement as shown in Figures 23a and 23b can be considered a seventh embodiment. In this case, the stop means 300, 500 move on rotatable guide means with different speeds operatively connected positively via a transmitting gear unit; shown only schematically in the figure, on two equal-sized or different-sized circular paths U1, U2, the axis of the one circle U1 lying outside the axis of the other circle U2.
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Second path curve, circular path
1. Doseringsindretning til en administrationsindretning med en begrænsningsmekanisme, og som omfatter

et første begrænsningsorgan (50) med et første stoporgan (500),
et andet begrænsningsorgan (30) med et andet stoporgan (300),
og hvor det andet begrænsningsorgan (30) kan følge bevægelserne af
det første begrænsningsorgan (50) under doseringsbevægelser med et
defineret transmissionsforhold, og hvor det andet begrænsningsorgan
(30) under administrationsprocedurer ikke bevæger sig i forhold til det
første begrænsningsorgan (50), og

hvor det første stoporgan (500) og det andet stoporgan (300) ved deres
bevægelser hver beskriver en lukket banekurve (U1, U2), så at de to
banekurver (U1, U2) skærer hinanden i mindst et punkt eller kommer så
tæt til hinanden, at stoporganerne (300, 500) berører hinanden i en
stopstilling, og hvor en blokering af bevægelsen af
begrænsningsorganerne (30, 50) i forhold til hinanden kan fremkaldes
under doseringsbevægelserne,

og hvor de to banekurver (U1, U2) for det første og andet
begrænsningsorgan (50, 30) – idet man begynder ved en stopstilling –
igen skærer hinanden ved stopstillingen efter fortrinsvis flere "løb" ved
hjælp af det første og andet stoporgan (500, 300), idet det gælder, at
afstandene eller rotationsvinklerne fra stopstilling til stopstilling definerer

en periode, kendetegnet ved, at den allerførste startstilling for det
andet begrænsningsorgan (30) inden for en periode er således valgt, at
den kan programmere en dosisbegrænsning til en ønsket afstand eller
drejningsvinkel vedrørende det første og andet begrænsningsorgan (50,
30) i perioden.

2. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at det ønskede antal
omdrejninger i perioden begrænser doseringsjusteringen til en i forvejen fastlagt
størrelse.
3. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 1, **kendetegnet ved**, at den ønskede afstand eller drejningsvinkel i perioden svarer til den mængde medicin, som normalt er indeholdt i en patron.

4. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 1, og som yderligere omfatter en manchettignende doseringsdel med en indervæg, en ydervæg og en længdeakse, **kendetegnet ved**, at det første begrænsningsorgan (50) er udformet med tænder (51) og tandmellelrn, og at det første stoporgan (500) er udformet som en kile (52), der kan udfylde i det mindste en del af et tandmellelrn.

5. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 1 eller 4, **kendetegnet ved**, at det andet begrænsningsorgan (30) er et manchettignende stophjul (30) med en længdeakse.

6. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 5, **kendetegnet ved**, at en doseringsdel i det mindste delvis omgiver stophjulet (30) eller ligger nær herved.

7. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 6, **kendetegnet ved**, at længdeakserne for stophjulet (30) og doseringsdelen er anbragt parallelt med hinanden.

8. Doseringsindretning ifølge ethvert af kravene 5 til 7, hvor stophjulet (30) har en yderflade, som har en nær ende og en fjern ende, **kendetegnet ved**, at yderfladen aksialt kan være opdelt i mindst to områder, hvor en fortanding (31), som er complementær i forhold til en fortanding (51) på doseringsdelen, er anbragt i et første af de mindst to områder, og hvor der er tildannet en stopribbe (32) i det andet af de mindst to områder, og hvor doseringsbevægelsen kan være blokeret ved hjælp af samvirken mellem en kile (52) og stopribben (32).

9. Doseringsindretning ifølge ethvert af kravene 1 til 8, **kendetegnet ved**, at det første stoporgan (500) og det andet stoporgan (300) kan bevæges med
samme hastighed på banekurver (U1, U2) af forskellig længde eller kan bevæges med forskellige hastigheder på banekurver (U1, U2) med samme længde.

10. Doseringsindretning ifølge ethvert af kravene 1 til 9, **kendetegnet ved, at** det første stoporgan (500) kan bevæges på sin cirkulære banekurve (U2), og at det andet begrænsningsorgan eller stophjul (30) er aksialt anbragt på en sådan måde, at dets ved omkredsen anbragte fortanding (31) kan indgribes i en rundtgående fortanding (51) på det første begrænsningsorgan og – på grund af den relative bevægelse af doseringsenheden og en koblingsbøjse (40) – det andet stoporgan (300) kan bevæges på sin banekurve (U1).

11. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 10, **kendetegnet ved, at** stophjulet (30) er drejeligt anbragt ved lejepunkter på koblingsbøjseningen (40).

12. Doseringsindretning ifølge ethvert af kravene 1 til 11, **kendetegnet ved, at** i det mindste enten tælleren eller nævneren i transmissionsforholdet er et primit.

13. Doseringsindretning ifølge ethvert af kravene 10 til 12, **kendetegnet ved, at** en forhindring af en yderligere bevægelse af det første begrænsningsorgan (50) og det andet begrænsningsorgan (30) er tilvejebragt indirekte ved hjælp af en kraft, som forekommer, når det første stoporgan (500) og det andet stoporgan (300) rammer en elastisk genopretningskraft og/eller ved hjælp af et tandhjulsorgan, som kan bringe et første begrænsnings-stoporgan (44) på koblingsmuffen (40) til anlæg mod et andet begrænsnings-stoporgan (33) på det andet begrænsningsorgan (30).

14. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 13, **kendetegnet ved, at** kraften mellem det første stoporgan (500) og det andet stoporgan (300) elastisk kan deformere en omdrejningsakse (30) og/eller elastisk kan deformere en omdrejningsakse (30) og/eller et egerorgan (37) på det andet begrænsningsorgan (30), som fortrinsvis er et stophjul, og at det andet begrænsningsorgan (30) er bragt til at
udføre en translation eller er drejet på tværs af sin omdrejningsakse.

15. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 13, **kendetegnet ved, at** det andet begrænsnings-stoporgan (33) er bevægeligt understøttet i tvaerretningen og fastgjort drejningsmæssigt og aksialt i forhold til stophjulets (30) omdrejningsakse.

16. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 15, **kendetegnet ved, at** det andet begrænsnings-stoporgan (33) er understøttet i en tværgående føring i stophjulet (30) og er holdt i sin normalstilling ved hjælp af et fjederorgan (39).

17. Doseringsindretning ifølge krav 13, **kendetegnet ved, at** en returnering af det andet begrænsnings-stoporgan (33) fra dettes stopstilling hen til dets normalstilling er tilvejebragt ved hjælp af en tandhjulsføring (45), som grænser op til det radiale begrænsnings-stoporgan (44) som en krum flade på koblingsmuffen (40) i en grænsezone og kan bevæge det andet begrænsnings-stoporgan (33) i sin tværføring under tværgående drejning af stophjulet (30), i hvilket tilfælde doseringsbøsningen kan dreje i en dosis-reducerende retning.

18. Injektionsindretning, som omfatter et hus (5) med en beholder (2) til et produkt, en transportindretning til transport af produktet, hvilken transportindretning omfatter en stempeltang (8), som kan bevæges i en transportretning i forhold til huset (5) med henblik på at afgive en indstillet produktudskudningsmåde i et transport-slag svarende til den indstillede produktudskudning, og hvor der findes en doseringsindretning ifølge ethvert af kravene 1 til 17 til indstilling af en produktudskudning, som skal administreres og til visning af den indstillede produktudskudning.

19. Injektionsindretning ifølge krav 18, hvor doseringsindretningen yderligere omfatter en koblingsindretning (40), som på operativ måde kan forbinde doseringsindretningen med transportindretningen, og hvor koblingsindretningen (40) er udformet på en sådan måde, at en dosering, som skal administreres kan indstilles og/eller korrigeres uafhængigt af transportindretningen, og hvor
doseringsindretningen selektivt og operativt kan kobles til transportindretningen under administrationen af nævnte dosis.

20. Fremgangsmåde til samling af en doseringsindretning til en injektionsindretning, og som omfatter de trin:

at der tilvejebringes et første begrænsningsorgan (50) med et første stoporgan (500), at der tilvejebringes et andet begrænsningsorgan (30) med et andet stoporgan (300), og hvor det andet begrænsningsorgan (30) er således udformet, at det kan følge bevægelserne af det første begrænsningsorgan (50) med et bestemt omsætningsforhold under doseringsindretningens doseringsbevægelser, og

hvor det andet begrænsningsorgan (30) ikke bevæges i forhold til det første begrænsningsorgan under administration af en dosis, og

hvor det første stoporgan (500) og det andet stoporgan (300) er således udformet, at de ved deres bevægelser hver kan beskrive en lukket banekurve (U1, U2) på en sådan måde, at de to banekurver (U1, U2) skærer hinanden i mindst et punkt eller kommer så tæt til hinanden, at stoporganerne (300, 500) berører hinanden i en stopstilling, hvorved der under lukkebevægelserne kan tilvejebringes en blokering af bevægelsen af begrænsningsorganerne (30, 50) i forhold til hinanden, og

hvor det – når man begynder ved stopstillingen – gælder, at de to banekurver (U1, U2) for det første og andet begrænsningsorgan (50, 30) skærer hinanden igen ved stopstillingen efter fortrinsvis flere forløb af det første og andet stoporgan (500, 300), og hvor afstandene eller drejningsvinklerne fra stopstilling til stopstilling fastlægger en periode, idet man vælger den indledende begyndelsesstilling for det andet begrænsningsorgan (30) inden for perioden for at programmere grænsen for dosering til et ønsket antal omdrejninger af det første og andet begrænsningsorgan (50, 30) i perioden, og hvor man anbringer det andet begrænsningsorgan (30) ved den ønskede startstilling.
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